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State Aid Policy & National Coordination

The purpose of this presentation is to update the European Social Fund 

Managing Authority on the new EU State aid rules introduced as a result of 

the State Aid Modernisation (SAM) process.

The completion of the SAM programme, the biggest overhaul of EU State Aid 

rules in more than 50 years, presents some key challenges in terms of the 

design, monitoring, and evaluation of national schemes.

Given we are now moving towards the transition to post SAM, this is an 

opportune time for each Department and Granting Authority to examine if 

the current system of administration for State Aid is adequate and how 

can it be bolstered or improved.

The presentation will provide information on the role of the Department of 

Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation in terms of acting as a National Contact 

Point (NCP) for overarching State Aid policy and on the broader 

coordination of State Aid across Government.



State Aid Modernisation – SAM 

The objectives SAM (launched in 2012) are to foster growth in a strengthened, 

dynamic and competitive internal market, to focus enforcement on cases 

with the biggest impact on the internal market and to streamline the rules.

The first phase of SAM, completed in 2013, agreed the regulatory framework 

tabled by the Commission. The Irish Presidency facilitated reaching an 

agreement between DG COMP and Member States on the Procedural & 

Enabling Regulations. 

The Procedural Regulation deals with State Aid notification requirements by 

Member States and investigations by the DG COMP. The Enabling Regulation 

allows the Commission to exempt new categories of aid. 

The second phase (in progress) focuses on permitting [notionally] increased 

flexibility for Member States to grant State Aid without prior notification and 

approval by DG COMP, provided that certain conditions are met in accordance 

with the new Group Block Exemption Regulation (GBER).
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State Aid & EU Economic Priorities

DG COMP clearly envisages EU State Aid rules as a mechanism to –

 ensure delivery of structural reforms

 monitor fiscal responsibility

 influence sectors/mechanisms of investment



New Landscape for State Aid

In return for the greater flexibility allowed by the new EU rules, Member 

States now face increased responsibility to ensure compliance with State 

Aid requirements, with the Commission paying greater attention to ‘bad aid’. 

This new landscape for State Aid control means more aid under control and 

responsibility of Member States (because of enlarged GBER) and  less ex 

ante control by the Commission 

The onus is now very much on Member States to conduct more ex-ante and

ex-post evaluations to ensure all respective schemes (notified or otherwise) 

are compliant with the relevant rules and criteria. 

The expansion of aid measures available under the GBER has 

provided DG COMP with the capacity to focus on [what it 

deems to be] serious infringements – for example – tax 

treatment of MNCs or supports for firms in difficulty



Role of State Aid Unit

While each Department (and agency) is ultimately responsible for ensuring 

that their schemes are in compliance with State Aid rules, DJEI (State Aid 

Unit) does provide guidance and assistance where feasible.

DJEI is the NCP for Overarching State Aid Policy and also acts as a liaison 

point for all communications issuing to and from DG Competition (DG 

COMP).  

State Aid Unit is the Irish representative at a number of EU working groups 

dealing with overarching State Aid issues and relays the views of all 

Departments at these fora as appropriate. Certain Departments service State 

Aid Working Groups dealing with sector-specific issues, i.e broadband 

infrastructure, agriculture, etc.

Both the successful implementation of State Aid reform in Ireland, and the 

attainment of full compliance with State Aid rules, depends on the 

cooperation of all Government Departments and granting authorities, 

therefore DJEI has established an Interdepartmental Committee on State 

Aid (ICSA).



What constitutes State Aid?

State Aid is a term that refers to forms of public assistance, using taxpayer-

funded resources, given to undertakings on a discretionary basis, with the 

potential to distort competition and affect trade between Member States 

of the European Union. 

The State, through its industrial development agencies and other State 

Departments and bodies, can provide support to both Irish and foreign 

companies under a range of State Aid measures, including:

• Regional or Investment Aid

• Research, Development and Innovation Aid

• Risk Finance Aid

• Training Aid

All enterprises can be supported under De Minimis Aid – small amounts of 

State Aid given to an enterprise which cannot exceed €200,000 over any three 

fiscal years to any company irrespective of size or location. 



What are the options if your proposal 

involves State Aid?

Is the award/initiative State Aid?

 Consider changing or adapting proposals to omit the element of State Aid.

 Design the proposal so that it fits within the terms of one of the already 

existing Irish State aid schemes which the European Commission has 

approved. The State Aid section of the European Commission’s website 

has a search facility for this purpose.  

 Design the scheme so that it fits within the De Minimis regulation.

 Design the proposed aid to so that it fits one of the areas within the 

General Block Exemption Regulation ( GBER).

 Design the proposal so that it fits within the terms of other non GBER 

guidelines, frameworks, notices and communications which the 

Commission uses when deciding whether proposed State aid may be 

compatible with the Treaty. (NB This option requires you to obtain advance 

approval from the Commission).



Transparency Requirements

By July 2016, each Member State must ensure the publication of –

As part of the State Aid Modernisation Process by July 2016, each Member 

State must ensure the publication of –

1. The legal basis of any State Aid measure

2. A summary information sheet (for any GBER measures) 

3. For aid awards above EUR 500.000, information on individual awards, i.e. 

the name of the beneficiary, beneficiary's identifier, type of enterprise 

(SME/large), region in which the beneficiary is located, sector of activity, etc.

The required information should be published within 6 months from the 

date the aid was granted. The information should be available for at least 

10 years from the date on which the aid was granted.

DG Comp has agreed to develop and host a website which will incorporate 

the transparency data of the Member States. The website is currently being 

tested and will be launched in July.
be available for at least 10 years from the date on which the aid was granted.



Transparency Requirements - continued

Methodological Guidance

 Individual aid award is uniquely identified by an aid measure number, the 

beneficiary and the granting act, typically specifying the granted amount, 

the date and the objective

 Cumulation of aid award to be done at the group level, not at the 

undertaking level

 Artificially splitting of an award leads to circumvention of the obligation 

to report aid above the 500 k threshold

 Regional aid granted to more than one region should be reflected in the 

region where it has the most significant impact

 Where more than one economic sector is affected the sector where the 

aid has the most significant impact should be reported



State Aid – Emerging Issues

Monitoring of State Aid 

Are Departments and Granting Authorities satisfied that there is a robust 

system of audit and control for State Aid in their respective areas? 

Transparency

How do we address the publication of grants/awards above €500,000? 

Resources

Available resources include:

Interdepartmental Committee on State Aid, National Contact Point in DG 

COMP, State Aid Attaché in the Permanent Representation of Ireland in 

Brussels 

The demand across the system [Commission, Departments, Agencies, 

Industry] in relation to State Aid advice/engagement/administration is 

growing. Are there adequate resources committed to this policy area within 

your organisation?


